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Mu to e Conversion  in a Nutshell 
• Neutrinoless conversion of a muon to an electron in the field of 

a nucleus (nucleus needed to conserve energy and momentum) 

• Make lots of very low energy negative muons 

• Stop muons in a suitable thin target material (e.g. Mu2e choice 
is aluminum) 

• Muonic atoms are spontaneously produced (1S atomic state) 

• Look for the conversion of a muon to a monoenergetic electron 
with no accompanying neutrinos (Ee =105 MeV in Al): 

 

• Usual decay mode conserves lepton flavor: 

 

• m to e conversion does not conserve lepton flavor: 
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Muon to Electron Conversion: Current 
and Future Precision 
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Mu2e/COMET goal:

COMET Phase I:
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Current limits:      <7x10  (SINDRUM  II)
capture
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 *almost four orders of magnitude improvement over current limit! 
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Pontecorvo,  6x10-2 in 1948 

Time Line for Experimental Limits in cLFV in Muon Decays 

MEG 
 MEG goal 

Mu2e goal 
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Experimental Advantages of Muon to 
Electron Conversion 

Huge background: ordinary decays, radiative decays

 and e ee em mm   m       
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Muon Conversion Arises in Many New Physics Scenarios 

SUSY 
Second Higgs 

Doublet 
Compositeness 

Heavy Gauge 
Bosons 

Heavy Neutrinos Leptoquarks 

The discovery of Weak scale SUSY at LHC 
would imply observable cLFV rates 

In SM: 
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The Measurement Method 

• Stop negative muons in an aluminum target 

• The stopped muons form muonic atoms 
– 207x smaller radius  than inner e in Al> 

– well inside electron orbits   

     muon forms a hydrogen-like atom, unaffected by e’s 

– hydrogenic 1S : Bohr radius ~20 fm, BE~500 keV 

– Nuclear radius ~ 4 fm   

     muon and nuclear wavefunctions overlap significantly 

• Three main things can happen (numbers for the case of Al): 
– Muon decays (40%): 

– Muon captures on the nucleus (60%): 

(capture is roughly sum of reactions with protons in  nucleus:                                              )  

– Muon to electron conversion:    

• Muon lifetime in 1S orbit of aluminum ~864 ns 
(40% decay, 60% nuclear capture), compared to 2.2 msec in vacuum 

• Look for 105 MeV conversion electron signal 
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• Muon lifetime in Al is long 
(864 ns) the loss of muons is 
acceptable if the time 
between pulses is not much 
longer than the muon lifetime 
and one simply waits for the 
pions to decay or interact 
(lifetime 26 ns).  

• Supply a single circulating bunch that will be resonant-extracted, providing a pulsed beam 
to Mu2e every cyclotron period of 1695 ns (2x muons lifetime) for 8 GeV protons.  / 10

Backgrounds - 1
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Radiative Pion Capture
Given by the negative pions stopped on the Al 
targets:
# - N !  ² N Z-1, "  !  e+e-

About 2 x 10-4 decay electrons are in the 
momentum signal region for 3.6 x 1020

Prompt beam related background
It is suppressed by a delayed “live” window 
which starts about 670 ns after the beam pulse.

Pulsed beam structure 
Proton bunch 

Debuncher Cycle 

Extinction level of 10-10  between bunches is crucial! 
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Reduced 1011 

Wait ~700ns 

p -N®gN*

p -N® e+e_N*

Delivery 
Ring 
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=139.6 MeV 
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Note, the background flux of e and  from                                       is what 
makes                                 experimentally so difficult compared to    

,  e ee em mm       

,   e e e em      N e Nm  

Conversion electron 
energy 
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(Assuming Rme=10-16 

FWHM ~ 1 MeV, ~ 4 events 
In 103.5 MeV<E< 104.7 MeV) 
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Mu2e Muon Beamline Requirements 

• Pulsed muon beam from pulsed proton beam 

• Deliver high flux m beam to stopping  target  
• High proton flux. At FNAL ~6x1012 Hz, 8 GeV 
• High efficiency muon beamline. Mu2e will use solenoidal muon 
collection and transfer scheme 
• Stopped muons ~1010 Hz , 5x1017 total needed 

• Muon properties 

• Low momentum and/or narrow momentum spread 

• Stop max # muons in thin target 

• Avoid ~105 MeV e from in-flight m decay (keep pm<75 
MeV/c) 

• Background particles from beam line must be minimized 

   during measurement period. 

• Especially ~105 MeV e; high momentum m 
• Beam Extinction: (in-time protons)/(out-of-time protons)=10-10  
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The Mu2e Experiment at Fermilab 
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Chapter 1: Executive Summary 

Mu2e Conceptual Design Report 
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· Design and construct a facility to house the Mu2e detector and the associated 

infrastructure (see Figure 1.2). This includes an underground detector enclosure 

and a surface building to house necessary equipment and infrastructure that can be 

accessed while beam is being delivered to the detector. 

 

 

Figure 1.1. The Mu2e Detector.  The cosmic ray veto, surrounding the Detector Solenoid is not 

shown. 

 

Figure 1.2. Depiction of the above-grade portion of the Mu2e facility.   

Mu2e is integrated into Fermilab’s overall science program that includes many 

experiments that use the same machines and facilities, though often in different ways.  

Because of the overlapping needs of several experimental programs, the scope of work 

described above will be accomplished through a variety of mechanisms.  The NOvA and 

g-2 Projects both include upgrades to the Recycler Ring that will be used by Mu2e. In 

addition, there is infrastructure required by both Mu2e and g-2 that will be funded as 
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Mu2e Muon Beam Line 

• Three superconducting solenoids in series 

– Production Solenoid (PS), 4m long 

– Transport Solenoid (TS), 13 m long 

– Detector Solenoid (DS), 11 m long 

– Warm bore, evacuated to 10-4 Torr 

15 

Will deliver ~0.002 
stopped muons per 
8 GeV proton 

protons 
Production Solenoid 

Transport Solenoid 

Detector Solenoid 
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Incident protons 

Mu2e detector 

The production Solenoid (PS) 

• 8 GeV protons strike a tungsten production target near the center of the Production 

Solenoid.  

• The PS is a high field magnet with a graded (4.6 T -> 2.5 T) solenoidal field. 

• The PS will be used to capture pions which can then decay into muons. 

• A heat and radiation shield, constructed from bronze, will line the inside of the PS to 

limit the heat load and radiation damage to the superconducting cable. 

1.5 m 

π’s are captured, spiral 
around and decay. 
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The Transport Solenoid (TS) 

• It consists of a set of superconducting 

solenoids and toroids that form a magnetic 

channel that transmits low energy 

negatively charged muons from the PS.  

1 m long straight 
section from PS 

1 m long straight 
section into DS 

90° turn 

90° turn 

2nd Collimator with 
pbar absorber 

• High energy negatively charged particles, 
positively charged particles and line-of-
sight neutral particles will nearly all be 
eliminated by the two 90° bends combined 
with a series of absorbers and collimators. 

• S-shaped to remove any line-of-sight 

photons and neutrons from PS to DS 

Stopping Target and 
Mu2e Detector 

17 
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The Detector Solenoid (DS) 

~2 m 

Signal events pass through tracker and 
produce hits, then stop in calorimeter 

Mu2e Conceptual Design Report 

Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory 
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muons that stop and form muonic atoms. As an example, a spectrum of muonic 

aluminum X-rays measured with a germanium detector is shown in Figure 4.9. 

 Figure 4.9. The X-ray spectrum from muonic aluminum [6]. 

A germanium crystal will be used to observe the energy spectrum of the muonic X-

rays from the stopping target.  The detector will be located near the axis of the Detector 

Solenoid, downstream of the endcap steel. The germanium detector will view the 

stopping target through a small diameter vacuum pipe, connected to the downstream end 

of the Detector Solenoid, that provides collimation for the X-rays. A window will 

separate the Detector Solenoid from the collimation pipe. 

4.4.3 Proton Absorber 

When muons are captured on a nucleus the process is accompanied by the emission of 

protons, neutrons and gamma rays.  The produced secondaries are low in energy and 

cannot directly produce backgrounds, but by contributing rate to the detectors they have 

the potential to cause reconstruction errors that can result in backgrounds and reduce 

acceptance. 

 

The largest potential contribution to the tracker rate during the measurement period is 

from protons that originate from muon capture. The protons are very slow moving and 

highly ionizing, so they can be easily identified in the tracking detector using pulse height 

information. The large pulse height associated with protons traversing the tracker will 

shadow hits from low energy electrons. This could lead to reconstruction errors that 

might create background. A thin polyethylene absorber between the stopping target and 

the tracking detector will significantly attenuate the proton rate. The proton absorber is a 

tapered cylindrical shell 0.5 mm thick with a radius slightly smaller than the inner radius 

Proton absorber : Thin polyethylene 
absorber to attenuate the proton rate. 

Calorimeter:  energy, position, and timing 
information on tracks that have been 
reconstructed by the tracker.  
1952 LYSO crystals arranged in four vanes  

18 
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17 Al disks, 0.2 mm thick, spaced 5.0 
cm apart.  Radii decrease from 8.3 cm 
upstream to 6.53 cm downstream. Jim Miller, Boston University 
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Delivery Ring 

Delivery Ring 
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Estimated Schedule 
• Mu2e has Stage I approval and CD0 now 

• Just completed a CD1 review in June, anticipating CD1 shortly 

• Critical path: solenoids. 

– Technically limited schedule 

• R&D going on now or soon. 

• PSI: products of μ 
capture on Al. 

• FNAL: Extinction tests; 
straw, calorimeter CRV, 
accelerator design, 
magnet design... 
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Pion Capture Section 

A section to capture pions with a large 

solid angle under a high solenoidal 
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A detector to search for 
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sion processes. 
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A section to collect muons from 

decay of pions under a solenoi- 
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A section to collect muons from 

decay of pions under a solenoi- 
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COMET  staging plan 
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B(μ+Al→e+Al)<7x10-15 @ 90%CL B(μ+Al→e+Al)<6x10-16 @ 90%CL 
 
 

Beam and background study 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Akira SATO, - Motivation for Proton Measurement, COMET -  8 
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COMET-Phase1 
 

 

cylindrical detector Beam 

particles not stopped on 

the target will 

escape from the detector 
 

The proton hit rate is issue. 
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Status of COMET Project 

– COMET Phase I 

• Goal 

–  8 Gev- 3.2 kW proton beam, 12 days 

– 90 degree bend solenoid, cylindrical detector 

• Background  study for phase 2 

• Received strong recommendation from J-PARC PAC after March 2012 PAC 

• J-PARC plans to submit request for $20M for construction of muon and 
proton beam lines over next 5 years  

• COMET is preparing a full proposal to J-PARC PAC for submission shortly 

 

– COMET Phase 2 

• Goal 

–  8 Gev- 56 kW proton beam 2 years 

– 180 degree bend solenoid, transverse tracker+ calorimeter 

23 

15( ) 7 10 @90%  ( 100 better than current)B Al e Al CLm      

16( ) 6 10 @90%B Al e Al CLm     
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Muon to e Conversion: Future Upgrade 
to 10-18 

• Project X at FNAL  100x more proton beam 

– Beam pulse structure tailored to Mu2e  

– Improved muon beams: FFAG(Fixed Field, 

       Alternating Gradient ring, cooled beam,…? 

• Plan: mu-to-e will be muon flagship of Project X 

• Path of upgrade  results of “Round 1” of Mu2e: 

– Lessons learned from 10-16 measurement 

– If signal seen 

• If signal small, establish signal with high statistics 

• Go to high Z targets: structure of interaction will affect BR vs Z 

– Need to start Meas. Period much sooner: eliminate beam pions, electrons… 

– If no signal seen  

• Go to x100 higher statistics on Al or Ti-  need lower relative backgrounds 

– Eliminating DIO requires higher detector resolution 

– go to narrower muon momentum distribution to get a thinner target, less 
multiple scattering. 

– Requires detector configuration capable of handling much higher low energy 
background rates. 

– May require improved cosmic ray rejection 
24 



To get to Rme~10-18: PRISM (Phase Rotated Intense Slow Muon 
Source) Beam Line? 

FFAG=Fixed Field Alternating Gradient 
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Conclusions 

– A mu to e (or any cLFV) signal is a definite indicator of new physics 

– Complementary to LHC; the LHC has new particle discovery potential, but is not well-
adapted to study lepton flavor violation- in some scenarios reach of cLFV can far 
exceed LHC  

– Mu to e can be large in most extensions to the SM, ‘just around the corner’ 

– Two experiments are currently being developed to study mNeN.  

• Mu2e has Stage 1 approval at FNAL, CD0 Doe approval, soon CD1 approval, to 
measure x10000 better than the current limit. 

• COMET has a similar goal; has Stage 1 approval at JPARC and is submitting 
proposal for Phase I, with an intermediate goal; x100 improvement over current 
limits 

– mNeN may be the channel  best suited to ultimate high precision tests of cLFV 

•  x10000 improvement in currently planned experiments 

•  another x100 at future facilities? 

• will be an important part of the Project X upgrade at FNAL.  
– A study group has been formed to develop Project X version of me conversion 

– See Andrew Norman’s talk on Project X tomorrow 
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End 
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k<<1 
magnetic moment type 

operator 
me rate ~300X 

mNeN rate 

k>>1 
Contact 

interaction 
mNeN rate many 

orders of magnitude 
greater than 
me rate  
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Comparing Sensitivities of  me and m e  to cLFV 
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Summary 

• Sensitivity for 3 years of running: 

– Discover new physics or  Rμe < 1 x10-16 

– Mass scales to O(1,000’s TeV) are within reach. 

– ~4 orders magnitude better than previous best limit, extraordinary 
physics reach 

• Many SUSY@LHC scenarios predict Rμe ≈ 10-15,  

– Expect 40 events with < 0.5 events BG. 

• Critical path is the solenoid system: 

– Technically limited schedule: startup possible in 2019. 
• Project X era: 

– If a signal, we can study N(A,Z) dependence.  

– If no signal, improve sensitivity up to x100 giving Rμe < O(10-18) . 

• Opportunities for university groups. 
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• 20 μm sense wire inside a 5 mm diameter 
tube made of 15 μm thick metalized Mylar®.  

• ~22,000 straws distributed into 18 
measurement stations across a ~3 m length.  

• Planes are constructed from two layers of 
straws and are operated in a vacuum.  

The Tracker 

Mu2e Conceptual Design Report 

Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory 
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thick metalized Mylar
®

. The tracker will have ~22,000 straws distributed into 18 

measurement stations across a ~3 m length. Planes are constructed from two layers of 

straws, as shown in Figure 4.10, to improve efficiency and help determine on which side 

of the sense wire a track passes (the classic “left-right” ambiguity). A 1 mm gap is 

maintained between straws to allow for manufacturing tolerance and expansion due to 

gas pressure. The straws are designed to withstand changes in differential pressure 

ranging from 0 to 1 atmosphere for operation in vacuum.  The straws are supported at 

their ends by a ring at large radius, outside of the active detector region.  The tracker is 

shown in Figure 4.11. 

 

Figure 4.10. A section of a two-layer tracker straw plane.  The two layers improve efficiency and 

help resolve the left-right ambiguity.  

 

Figure 4.11. The Mu2e straw tube tracker. The straws are oriented transverse to the solenoid axis.   

Each straw will be instrumented on both ends with preamps and TDCs that will be 

used to measure the drift time to determine the distance of approach of charged tracks 

relative to the drift wire. The arrival time of the signal at each end of the straw will be 

measured in order to determine the location of the track intercept along the length of the 

straw. Each straw will also be instrumented with an ADC for dE/dx capability to separate 

electrons from highly ionizing protons. To minimize penetrations into the vacuum, 

digitization will be done at the detector, with readout via optical fibers. A liquid cooling 

105 MeV conversion e- 

Michel e- < 53 MeV 

>53 MeV DIO e- 

high-side resolution of σ < 180 keV 
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• The tracker is designed to intercept only a small 
fraction of the significant flux of electrons from muon 
decays-in-orbit (DIO) (energies < 60MeV).  

• e- with energies > 53 MeV (~3% total rate) will be 
observed in the tracker.  

• e- with energies < 53 MeV will curl in the field of the 
DS and pass unobstructed through the hole in the 
center of the tracker. 
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The Mu2e Collaboration 
• Boston University 
• Brookhaven National Laboratory 
• City University of New York 
• College of William & Mary 
• Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory 
• Idaho State University 
• Instituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare, Lecce 
• Instituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare, Pisa 
• Institute for Nuclear Research, Moscow 
• Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna 
• Laboratori Nazionali di Frascati 
• Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 

 

• Los Alamos National Laboratory 
• Muons Inc. 
• Northwestern University 
• Rice University 
• Syracuse University 
• University of California, Berkeley 
• University of California, Irvine 
• University of Houston 
• University of Illinois 
• University of Massachusetts, Amherst 
• University of Virginia 
• University of Washington 
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Backgrounds and sensitivities 

Background Background Estimate 

Muon decay-in-orbit 0.22 ± 0.06 

Cosmic Rays 0.05 ± 0.013 

Radiative Pion Capture 0.03 ± 0.007 

Pion decay In-Flight 0.003 ± 0.0015 

Muon decay In-Flight  0.01 ± 0.003  

Antiproton Induced  0.10 ± 0.05 

Beam electrons  0.0006 ± 0.0003  

Radiative muon capture < 2 x 10-6  

Total (Add in quadrature) 0.41 ± 0.08 

GOAL < 2.4× 10−17 single event sensitivity 

≈ 5.6 × 10−17 single event sensitivity with prototype code 
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3 years of 1.2 x1020 protons/year (8 kW beam power) 

Rme~10−15 (e.g. SUSY) 40 signal events 
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t=0 t=670 ns t=1695 ns 

Also low energy backgrounds from muon 
captures In stopping target. Per capture we 
get ~1.2 neutrons, ~0.1 protons, ~2 gammas 

Extinction=10-10 
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The Muon Campus 
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